
                                                                                                              
                                                                                                           TUTOR JOB DESCRIPTION 
                  

                  Thank you so much for your interest in becoming a tutor for Chit-Chat tutoring.   
                  The following criteria will help you decide whether you are suitable for a   
                  tutoring position: 

 

             CRITEREA  
1. Be passionate about the subjects that you are applying for. 
2. A gr12 aggregate of 80-90% for your subjects of choice is strongly advisable. 
3. Experience: the successful tutoring of 20+ lessons is strongly advised.  
4. Love having fun and have a fun personality. 
5. Love teaching and seeing results. 
6. Love and value all students & parents and have great people-skills. 
7. Be a team player!  
8. Manage a group of 1-3 students with ease.  
9. Have great time management skills: lessons must always start and finish on 

time.  
10. Be teachable and willing to learn. 
11. Have an excellent work ethic. 
12. Be fast with WhatsApp replies: Our main form of communication with our 

parents are on WhatsApp groups. Please ensure that your WhatsApp profile 
pic is always family-friendly. All the lesson details and WhatsApp chats need 
to happen ON GROUP please.  

13. Afrikaans tutors have a compulsory tutor meeting once a term. 
 

                          JOB DESCRIPTION 
1. Tutor 1-on-1’s or a group of 2-3 students for 45mins - 1 hour a week. Venue 

can be at your house or client’s, depending on what suits both parties best. 
You can apply to tutor any number of subjects. 

2. Familiarise yourself with the specific school’s curriculum of the grade you’re 
applying for, within a month of a successful application. 

3. BEFORE YOUR FIRST LESSON:  
a) Please ask your clients re their EXPECTATIONS and CONTENT requests of 

the lessons. (to fill gaps, to help with homework, to extend student etc.) 
This communication should happen on the WhatsApp group please. 

b) If the subject is Afrikaans: Please ask your client to mail our Chit-Chat 
“tutor content request” document to the applicable Afrikaans school 
teacher and cc you in the mail. Before sending our doc to your client, 
please can you save the Word doc as a pdf after filling in your student’s 
name on the doc, else the images “jump around”. 

4. Please have a lesson plan ready for ALL lessons.  
5. If your subject is Afrikaans, please work very hard on preparing a model essay 

that your students can memorise. Please start with the writing and 
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memorizing of top sentences as early as gr4. You have the freedom to build 
this into your weekly lesson plans as you see fit. 

6. Please send out a daily WhatsApp lesson-reminder to your clients, first thing 
in the morning, 8-ish. This tip could have saved one of our poor tutosr from 
driving for 45 minutes to a client who forgot about their lesson. EISH. 

7. Post lesson updates to parents/owner in our class WhatsApp group on the 
same day of the lesson. 20% facts, 80% VIBE please! This is where Chit-
Chat’s real flavour, strong accountability and close contact with parents 
come in. An example post for a group lesson would be: “We drilled in our 
tables today. Mia showed real skill when we had a quick competition, but Erin 
and Daneeka gave her a run for her money. Well done to all, you worked 
incredibly hard! Next week we will continue the Meags-challenge. Can’t 
wait!” 
Parents are so grateful for your updates and I have the assurance that lessons 
are happening and going well. 

8. Manage your WhatsApp groups well. You will be made group admin. Please 
change the group description immediately if any of the lesson details change. 

9. Acceptable hours to WhatsApp clients will be Monday – Friday between 7am 
and 7pm, unless there is an emergency to discuss. 

10. Ensure students get their 8 lessons per term. If additional lessons are needed, 
please arrange with parents and inform Christa promptly. 

 

11. Exam term info:  
a) Make sure the bulk of the lessons happen BEFORE exam dates. 
b) Ask parents for exam content to be posted on your WhatsApp group as  
     soon as it is available. 
c) If the subject is Afrikaans, compare the Chit-Chat term content with the   
    specific school/grade’s exam content and ENSURE your focus is EXAM    
    CONTENT ONLY as soon as this has been released.  
d) If the subject is Afrikaans, please make sure to cover LITERATURE as well. 
e) Please show an interest on the day your student writes an exam, e.g. wish     
    him/her luck and ask how the exam was. 
f) Please keep a personal record of all your students’ exam results and send  
    your student results to Christa as soon as it is available. Please only post  
    this on our tutor group once you have ALL results in. 

12. WhatsApp Christa with crucial feedback/concerns after lessons, if any. We 
keep very short accounts with students and any issue that may arise. Let’s 
keep our buddy groups dynamic and efficient.  

13. Please mail a detailed invoice to Christa (date, student, subject) by the 23rd of 
each month and include lessons up to the end of the month you are invoicing 
for. Please use our Chit-Chat invoicing template. Please don’t accept 
payments from clients. 

14. Please note that Chit-Chat tutoring is a fast- growing company and this job   
                           description may be adjusted as the need arises. 
  

                           Kindly 
               Christa Durand 
                           OWNER 


